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Art History

“The Duck at the River”
(pen & ink 1925)

“The Rabbit”?



Art History

“The Happy Elf of Voorstaad ”
(Danish Children’s illustration 1938)

“Seagulls Nesting on a Rock”?



Art History

“The Aztec”
(caricature, Le Figaro, 1963)

“The Eskimo and the Cave”?



• I constructed ‘reality’ for you. 

• I communicated to you what was ‘real’. By adding in 
seemingly authentic details (the dates and sources are all 
fake by the way) I created verisimilitude that encouraged 
my audience (you) to accept a specific reading of the 
images

• The images are deliberately ambiguous and without that 
encouragement, might have been read in either way

• Our concept of reality is now influenced, or as some would 
argue entirely constructed by the media that now 
saturates our lives

This links to our objective today, which is……



• To gain a beginner’s understanding of Post-
modernism in the Media, with particular 
reference to 

Jean Baudrillard’s theory of 
“Hyper-reality”

: Who the hell is 
?



Reality isn’t objective, it’s 
subjective and in the digital age can 
be influenced heavily by the media.

Do you agree or disagree?

- You have TWO minutes: Go!



…to test your ability to bring your prior 
knowledge & skills to defining the terminology
related to this concept

In pairs match each term to what YOU 
consider to be  its correct definition. Write 
the letter of the correct definition in the box.

You have THREE minutes: Go!





Take a look at the factsheet in your booklet. Because our 
lives are now saturated by the media, Baudrillard insists 
we currently live in a world
of .

“The media represents a world that is more 
real than reality that we can experience. People 
lose the ability to distinguish between reality 
and fantasy. They also begin to engage with the 
fantasy without realising what it is.” 

Why is this image an excellent 
illustration of Baudrillard’s theory?

Brownie Points!

In other words, the line between what is 
and what is is 

becoming more and more blurred.



e.g.
is a simulacrum.

It is not based on the 
actual day to day work of 
the police, but is a 
composite based on many 
different TV Cop shows 
from the past.

It bears almost no relation 
to the reality of police 
work.





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYhCn0jf46U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYhCn0jf46U


Having watched the Dove Evolution advert 
consider the following:

• What is the purpose of the video? 

• How does the video relate to the idea of 
media and reality? 

THREE minutes: Go!



Which do 
most people 
prefer?

WHY?



• Pastiche:
• Homage – respectful 

Pastiche
• Parody – disrespectful 

Pastiche!
• Irony, black humour
• Intertextuality
• Generic blurring/Hybridity
• Self-Reflexivity
• Magical Realism



Let’s have a go at 

an unseen Post-
Modern text.

Austin Powers: International Man 
of Mystery (1997)

(Yeah baby!)



Group Task – Consider:

How do the different elements of the opening 
sequence contribute to creating a ‘Hyper-Real’
version of both London and the 1960s (Baudrillard’s
theory) and demonstrate postmodern techniques?

Draw your ideas from the featured clip and 
the key frames on the analysis sheet.



• Costume/Setting/Props?
• Action/Representation/ 

Stereotypes?

Let’s consider those Key Signs of : 

• Pastiche - Parody/Homage?

• Irony?

• Self-Reflexivity?

• Genre blurring/Bricolage?

• Intertextuality/?

• Magical Realism?

A postmodern text doesn’t 
have to feature all of these.



https://youtu.be/zd11cRuljMk
https://youtu.be/zd11cRuljMk


How widespread is 
Postmodern media?

What examples can you
think of?

- You have TWO minutes: Go!





• There are Tasks to 
complete over the Summer.

• These will need to be 
submitted at the start of 
your first lesson in 
September.

Use the materials provided in your booklet 
to help you complete these tasks.



Here are the direct weblinks you will need to 
complete the tasks. These will also be available on 
the Media Studies induction page

• : Stranger Things 2 trailer –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlEppdeVieA

• : Further reading –
https://www.studiobinder.com/blog/what-is-
postmodernism-definition/

A copy of th powerpoint will also be available on 
the induction page to further assist you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlEppdeVieA
https://www.studiobinder.com/blog/what-is-postmodernism-definition/
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